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This workbook is for sale to students who wish to practice their problem solving
techniques. The workbook contains a discussion of problem solving strategies
and 150 additional problems with complete solutions provided.
Note: Crystal Robert publishers Math workbooks are designed in USA and
printed locally. Learning With Fun A fun and easy introduction to basic math
concepts such as sorting, counting, matching, addition, and subtraction
workbook. The workbook has 101+ pages with almost 100 practice questions
and activities for little learners. The concepts and methods used in this book will
engage your children and make learning fun for them. The book is one of the
finest in kids workbooks Develop the Math Brain With new and unique learning
activities, your little scholars will develop an interest in math and learn the
problem-solving skill from an early age. Easy to read and understand font that
clarifies the difference between 1s and 7s, 6s and 9s, and 4s and 9s. Make Math
Interesting These math workbooks are perfect for grade 1 to 3. The exercises
focus on basic concepts of mathematics like shapes, reading and writing
numbers, money, counting to ten, addition, and subtraction. It is created in a way
that even the reluctant learners will start taking an interest in math. Experts
Recommended The ks2 workbook book is carefully developed in the supervision
of leading children educational experts, with a focus on home learning so that
your child will not get bored while learning math. The math workbook is closely
developed according to the school curriculum to prepare your kids for schools
and state exams. Easy to Learn and Teach Easy to understand questions and
supportive illustrations help children understand and solve each problem. The
answer key is also added at the end of the book with tips and guidance for
parents. Give your children an interesting start with this addition an subtraction
workbook
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a
pencil to complete the exercises. Spend just 10 minutes a day to master Key
Stage 2 maths with problem solving activities in this fantastic children's maths
activity ebook from Carol Vorderman. 10 minute activities on graphs, time tables
will help your kids with maths, plus the "Parents' notes" section gives the
answers, explains common pitfalls and gives guidance on how to avoid them. 10
Minutes a day workbooks are the perfect at home reinforcement for subjects
learned in school and support the National Curriculum.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a
pencil to complete the exercises. Set the clock and off you go! Young learners
excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day Spelling Fun from Carol Vorderman is
the perfect introduction to spelling for younger children. Games and tests take a
short amount of time so you get maximum fun for maximum effect. There are 10
minute activities on spelling rules, homophones and unusual plurals. Plus the
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"parents' notes" section gives the answers, explains common pitfalls and gives
guidance on how to avoid them. 10 Minutes a day workbooks are the perfect at
home reinforcement for subjects learned in school.
Help your child be the top of the class with the best-selling home-study series
from Carol VordermanLet Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in Maths.
Maths Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's series of workbooks packed with
notes and tips to make learning about Maths easy and fun! Follow the exercises
and activities with your child to strengthen their learning in school, then reward
them with gold stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress chart so your
child can keep track of all the exercises they have completed and parents' notes
explain what children need to know at each stage and what's being covered in
the curriculum so you can support your child.This book features practise on
percentages, the mean, median and mode of numbers, and work on plotting
coordinates on a grid. Developed in consultation with leading educational experts
to support curriculum learning, Maths Made Easy (previous ISBN
9781405363686) is a great way to improve your child's maths skills - "the more
you practise, the better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
Spend just 10 minutes a day learning and master your maths skills Set the clock
and off you go! Young learners excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day
Problem Solving KS2 Ages 9-11 from Carol Vorderman is the perfect maths
workbook for children. Games and tests take a short amount of time so you get
maximum fun for maximum effect. There are 10 minute activities on negative
amounts, ratio problems and a mind-over-maths challenge! Plus the "parents'
notes" section gives the answers, explains common pitfalls and gives guidance
on how to avoid them. 10 Minutes a day workbooks are the perfect at home
reinforcement for subjects learned in school and support the new National
Curriculum. So, set the funky orange timer to test your child in fun 'beat the clock'
exercises - and let 10 Minutes a Day Problem Solving KS2 Ages 9-11 with Carol
Vorderman show your child how much fun maths can be.
Brought to an American audience for the first time, How I Wish I'd Taught Maths
is the story of an experienced and successful math teacher's journey into the
world of research, and how it has entirely transformed his classroom.
A unique, heuristic approach to mathematical discovery and problem solving This
combined edition of Mathematical Discovery: On Understanding, Learning and
Teaching Problem Solving is unique among mathematics texts. Espousing a
heuristic approach to mathematical problem solving, the text may be followed
sequentially or according to instructors' individualized curricula. Beginning with a
discussion of patterns and practical approaches to problem solving, the book
then presents examples from various branches of math and science to help
students discover how to solve problems on their own – an invaluable skill for the
classroom and beyond.
Help your child be the top of the class with the best-selling home-study series
from Carol VordermanLet Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in Maths.
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Maths Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's series of workbooks packed with
notes and tips to make learning about Maths easy and fun! Follow the exercises
and activities with your child to strengthen their learning in school, then reward
them with gold stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress chart so your
child can keep track of all the exercises they have completed and parents' notes
explain what children need to know at each stage and what's being covered in
the curriculum so you can support your child.This book helps children learn their
times tables using speed trials, practice grids, and work on division. Developed in
consultation with leading educational experts to support curriculum learning,
Maths Made Easy (previous ISBN 9781405363426) is a great way to improve
your child's maths skills - "the more you practise, the better you'll be!" Carol
Vorderman
Teach children problem-solving strategies with these imaginative and creative
maths problems. This book shows how once children have learned the different
approaches they can become independent creative thinkers and systematically
apply their skills. * Problems are set in creative contexts to engage and motivate
children. * Plenty of visual and hands-on resources used to cater for different
learning styles. * Support for more and less able provided. * Plenty of follow-up
suggestions for further work for children to apply their knowledge. * Full colour
examples of pupil work included.
Prepare today's year 7 and 8 pupils for GCSE 9-1 Maths with this flexible and
practice resource. Developed in the classroom, it supports mastery and builds
fluency, reasoning and problem solving at KS3.Build on the new primary
curriculum from KS2 and look ahead to GCSE 9-1 with KS3 Maths Now. Focus
on fluency, reasoning and problem solving to enable all pupils to be confident
and make progress in maths.* Set clear aims and expectations with termly
schemes of learning* Demonstrate carefully sequenced and planned knowledge
mapped to national curriculum objectives in the schemes of learning* Check
understanding in fluency, reasoning and problem solving and assess impact of
teaching with low stakes assessments* Encourage pupils to make useful notes
for revision and identify areas to improve with self-reflection opportunities* Plan
and monitor progression with target GCSE 9-1 Maths grades for assessments*
Save time and speed up marking with answers provided* Easy to adapt for your
school - photocopy, edit and download
255 Puzzles For Key Stage Two & Three Learning ????? This Book Contains: ?
English 30 x Word Search 30 x Word Hunt 30 x Target Puzzles 10 x Complex
Sentence Cryptograms The puzzles inside include vocabulary found in the UK
National Curriculum for Key Stages Two & Three. The English puzzles selected
are designed to assist in the skill development of writing, spelling, vocabulary,
memory & logical reasoning. ? Maths 15 x Easy Fruit Math Puzzles 15 x Medium
Fruit Math Puzzles 15 x Hard Fruit Math Puzzles These 45 math logic puzzles
will engage and stimulate your child's problem solving ability through addition,
subtraction and multiplication of healthy foods. ? ? ? ? ? ? In early childhood
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education it has been demonstrated that a correlation exists between the level of
a child's mathematical ability and their future academic success. The reverse of
this relationship has also been observed, where children who are behind the
mathematical skills of their peers, continue to fall behind in future studies
(Pelkowski, et al. 2019).Furthermore, it is well established in literature that the
more maths learning opportunities a child is exposed to, the more growth they
will experience in math knowledge (Piasta, et al. 2015). ? Logic 20 x Pattern
Recognition Problems 30 x Sudoku Puzzles 30 x 2D Mazes 30 x 3D Mazes In
today's 'Age of Information', it is of great importance to equip students with critical
thinking, and logical reasoning skills to effectively decipher and make meaning
from large amounts of information (Fitzgerald, 2005). Logical reasoning assists in
construction of concepts and knowledge in the learning process (Ongcoy, 2016).
This book includes logic puzzles to promote the cognitive development and
logical reasoning to improve their academic performance in high school, and
beyond (Bouhnik, Giat, 2009)! Shayer and Adey (1993) found that at the
completion of a 2-year science program designed to promote formal operational
thinking, improvements were seen in maths, english and science results in the
British National Examinations. This book is designed to provide a learning
opportunity to foster the curiosity and confidence of children aged 9 - 14 and set
them well on the path to academic success. ? ?
Written with the intention of making English easy, this is workbook 2 for Key
Stage 2 (higher) which covers all aspects of English, including grammar, writing
skills and creative writing. It is closely tied in to the National Curriculum, the
National Literacy Strategy and the Scottish Irish curricula. It includes pull-out
parent's notes to provide both answers and helpful hints with gold stickers for
children to reward themselves.
Spend 10 minutes a day and become a maths star Set the clock and off you go!
Young learners excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day Basic Maths Skills
from Carol Vorderman will help them improve their maths and problem solving
abilities without growing bored or restless. Games and tests take a short amount
of time - maximum fun for maximum effect. There are 10 minute exercises on
numbers, patterns, measures, data and shapes, plus set the funky orange timer
to test your child in fun 'beat the clock' tests. 10 Minutes a Day Basic Maths Skills
will ensure boredom is a thing of the past and wow teachers and friends alike.
Supports National Curriculum at Key Stage 2.
Help your child be top of the class with the best-selling home-study series from
Carol VordermanLet Carol Vorderman help your child succeed in English.
English Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's series of workbooks packed with
notes and tips to make learning about English easy and fun! Follow the exercises
and activities with your child to strengthen their learning in school, then reward
them with gold stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress chart so your
child can keep track of all the exercises they have completed and parents' notes
explain what children need to know at each stage and what's being covered in
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the curriculum so you can support your child.This book shows how to use
punctuation, and how to play with language using tongue twisters, riddles, and
poems. Developed in consultation with leading educational experts to support
curriculum learning, English Made Easy (previous ISBN 9781405363457) is a
great way to improve your child's English skills - "the more you practise, the
better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
Area Perimeter And Volume: Geometry Workbook Would you much-needed
maths practice book for geometry problems? This book is a good example, there
is plenty of practice exercises. This book focuses on helping students to calculate
area, perimeter, volume, identify polygons, and surface area. Your young child
will be enthusiastic about doing these pages. You can use this book every day,
it's like a family competition. Your children will challenge themself to do each
page faster and not make any mistakes. Each page of this workbook has
questions, a score, and a time box. If your children don't make any mistakes you
can give them something as a reward. This workbook contains lots of math
worksheets of practice problems. Answers are included to help you to support
children's learning at home.
Level: KS1 Subject: Maths An engaging problem solving and reasoning
workbook to help boost your child's progress at every stage of their learning!
Fully in line with the national curriculum, this Maths book provides reassurance
whilst supporting your child's learning at home. Each fun activity is designed to
give your child a real sense of achievement. Included in this book: * questions
that enable children to practise the important skills learned at school * colourful
activities that make learning fun and motivate children to learn at home * helpful
tips and answers so that you can support your child's learning
Help your child be the top of the class with the best-selling home-study series
from Carol Vorderman. Carol Vorderman can help your child succeed in Maths
with this homeschool learning resource for 9-11 year olds. Problem Solving Made
Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's series of DK workbooks, packed with notes
and tips to make home learning about Maths easy and fun! Follow the exercises
and activities with your child at home to strengthen their learning in school. Each
title contains a progress chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises
they have completed and colour in the topic stars as they go. Helpful parents'
notes explain what children need to know at each stage and what's being
covered in the curriculum so you can support and homeschool your child with
confidence. This curriculum-linked book will help your child to learn maths
problem-solving skills, enabling them to think, explore, test, and verify. It covers a
variety of higher Key Stage 2 maths topics, including decimals, fractions,
percentages, negative amounts and charts. Developed in consultation with
leading educational experts to support curriculum learning, Problem Solving
Made Easy is a great way to improve your child's maths skills - "the more you
practise, the better you'll be!" (Carol Vorderman)
Level: KS2 Subject: Maths An engaging problem solving and reasoning
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workbook to help boost your child's progress at every stage of their learning!
Fully in line with the national curriculum, this Maths book provides reassurance
whilst supporting your child's learning at home. Each fun activity is designed to
give your child a real sense of achievement. Included in this book: * questions
that enable children to practise the important skills learned at school * colourful
activities that make learning fun and motivate children to learn at home * helpful
tips and answers so that you can support your child's learning
Spend just 10 minutes a day learning and master your maths skills Set the clock
and off you go! Young learners excel in short bursts, so 10 Minutes a Day
Problem Solving KS2 Ages 7-9 is the perfect maths workbook for younger
children. Games and tests take a short amount of time so you get maximum fun
for maximum effect. There are 10 minute activities on graphs, time tables and the
24-hour clock. Plus the "parents' notes" section gives the answers, explains
common pitfalls and gives guidance on how to avoid them. 10 Minutes a day
workbooks are the perfect at home reinforcement for subjects learned in school
and support the new National Curriculum. So, set the funky orange timer to test
your child in fun 'beat the clock' exercises - and let 10 Minutes a Day Problem
Solving KS2 show your child how much fun maths can be.
Help your child be the top of the class with the best-selling home-study series
from Carol Vorderman. Carol Vorderman can help your child succeed in maths
with this homeschool learning resource for 7-8 year olds. Money Maths Made
Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's series of DK workbooks packed with notes and
tips to make home learning about maths easy and fun! Follow the exercises and
activities with your child at home to strengthen their learning in school. Each title
contains a progress chart so your child can keep track of all the exercises they
have completed and colour in the topic stars as they go. Helpful parents' notes
explain what children need to know at each stage and what's being covered in
the curriculum so you can support and homeschool your child with confidence.
This book will teach your child how to solve maths problems that involve money.
It includes adding, subtracting, dividing, and multiplying money, and how to
calculate change. Developed in consultation with leading educational experts to
support curriculum learning, Money Maths Made Easy is a great way to improve
your child's maths skills - "the more you practise, the better you'll be!" (Carol
Vorderman)
Letts Exercise Banks have been written specifically to match the Framework for
Teaching Mathematics for Key Stage 3. Each book contains exercises focused
on topic-specific Framework objectives and can be used alongside any Scheme
of Work.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a
pencil to complete the exercises. Introduce your child to maths problem solving in
this KS2 maths book from Carol Vorderman. Includes real-life problems, Problem
Solving Made Easy Key Stage 2 is a curriculum-linked workbook that will help
your child think, explore, test, and verify. It covers a variety of upper Key Stage 2
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maths topics, including decimals, area, time, and money problems. There is
plenty of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division practice too. This
problem solving ebook will boost your child's power of maths reasoning in a fresh
and fun way. The best-selling Made Easy series of home-learning workbooks is
closely linked to the national curriculum and makes learning easy and fun! Each
title includes exercises and activities to strengthen your child's learning in school.
A parents' section contains answers, tips and guidance so parents can support
their child's learning.
Help children of all learning styles and strengths improve their critical thinking
skills with these creative, cross-curricular activities. Each engaging activity
focuses on skills such as recognizing and recalling, evaluating, and analyzing.
Level: KS2 Subject: Maths An engaging Mental Maths activity book to really help
boost your child’s progress at every stage of their learning! Including helpful
questions and answers, this Maths book provides reassurance whilst supporting
your child’s learning at home.
"The unique visual approach ofHow to be Good at Mathsmakes basic maths
easier to understand than ever before, with short, simple explanations that
demystify even the most challenging topics. Find out how much you would weigh
on Jupiter, calculate the average age of your football team and even use pizza to
understand pesky fractions. Unlike other maths workbooks, How to be Good at
Mathsintroduces each topic with colourful pictures, real-life examples and
fascinating facts. Making maths fun and easy, it is ideal for reluctant
mathematicians or for revising before a test. CONTENTS A Numberssequences, ordering, multiples, fractions, decimals, percentages, ration, scaling
A Calculating- addition, subtraction, multiplication, factor pairs, long
multiplication, divisions, short and long, order of operations, arithmetic laws,
using a calculator A Measurement- length, perimeter, area, triangles,
parallelograms, perimeter, capacity, volume, mass and weight, temperature,
imperial units, time, dates, calculating with time and money A Geometry- lines,
diagonal, parallel, perpendicular, 2D shapes, polygons, triangles quadrilaterals,
circles, 3D shapes, prisms, nets, angles, degrees, angles, using a protractor,
calculating angles, coordinates, plotting points, positive and negative
coordinates, position and direction, compass directions, reflective and rotational
symmetry, translation A Statistics- data handling, tally marks, frequency tables,
Carroll and Venn diagrams, averages, the mean, median, mode, range, using
averages, pictograms, block graphs, bar charts, line graphs, pie charts,
probability calculating A Algebra- equations, solving equations, formulas and
sequences "
Let Carol Vorderman help you to succeed in your National End-Key-Stage
Assessments for Maths. Follow the exercises then reward yourself with gold stars
for your efforts! Get a head start in Maths and be top of the class - "the more you
practise, the better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
Help your child be top of the class with the best-selling home-study series from
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Carol Vorderman Let Carol Vorderman help your child succeed at spelling.
Spelling Made Easy is one of Carol Vorderman's series of workbooks packed
with notes and tips to make learning about spelling easy and fun! Follow the
exercises and activities with your child to strengthen their learning in school, then
reward them with gold stars for their efforts. Each title contains a progress chart
so your child can keep track of all the exercises they have completed and
parents' notes explain what children need to know at each stage and what's
being covered in the curriculum so you can support your child. This book
supports the National Curriculum at Key Stage 1. Developed in consultation with
leading educational experts to support curriculum learning, Spelling Made Easy is
a great way to improve your child's spelling skills - "the more you practise, the
better you'll be!" Carol Vorderman
This playful preschool maths book will unleash your child's curiosity as they play their way
through 20 amazing maths projects. Perfect for kids ages 3 to 6, Look I'm a Maths Wizard is
full of activities to show young readers just how much fun maths can be. Children will discover
that maths is in the world all around us and that they already have the tools they need to be
magical maths wizards- an inquisitive mind, unlimited imagination, and super senses. Each
step-by-step activity is hands-on and practical to encourage budding mathematicians to use
their senses as they explore essential early years maths topics. They will discover the magic of
numbers with number bugs, investigate addition by creating a hungry adding robot, learn about
subtraction by playing skittles, craft 3D shape aliens, and even make a repeating pattern fruit
wand. Covering a comprehensive range of maths topics, from counting and numbers, to shape
and size, and measurements and time, this is the perfect first maths book. Every fun project
features a mixture of bright photography and charming illustrations that support the easy-tofollow activity instructions. Look I'm a Maths Wizard gives little readers the opportunity to do
what they do best- imagine, create, learn, problem solve, and play their way to maths magic!
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to
complete the exercises. Practising maths at home for just 10 minutes a day with this fun Carol
Vorderman times tables workbook will help children improve their mulitiplication and problem
solving skills without growing bored. Carol Vorderman's 10 Minutes A Day 10 Times Tables
includes lots of multiplication practice and many word problems that relate to real-life
experiences. This maths workbook will ensure boredom is a thing of the past and wow
teachers and friends alike. Supports National Curriculum
Level: KS1Subject: Maths An engaging problem solving and reasoning activity book to help
boost your child's progress at every stage of their learning! Fully in line with the national
curriculum, this Maths book provides reassurance whilst supporting your child's learning at
home. Each fun activity is designed to give your child a real sense of achievement. Included in
this book: * questions that enable children to practise the important skills learned at school*
colourful activities that make learning fun and motivate children to learn at home* helpful tips
and answers so that you can support your child's learning
Master decimals in just 10 minutes a day with the activities in this essential home-study
workbook from Carol Vorderman. 10 Minutes a Day Decimals is a homeschool learning
resource for 7-11 year olds that teaches decimals in short, bite-sized chunks. Children prefer to
learn in short bursts, making this workbook from Carol Vorderman the perfect homeschool
introduction to maths and decimals. Games and tests make learning fun, leading to maximum
results in just 10 minutes a day. This workbook includes 10-minute activities that cover adding,
subtracting, multiplying, and dividing decimal numbers, helping your child with schoolwork and
day-to-day problem solving. The parents' notes section gives the answers, explains common
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pitfalls, and gives guidance on how to avoid them. 10 Minutes a Day workbooks are the perfect
at-home reinforcement for subjects learned in school and support the National Curriculum.
Math makes the world go around. An educational book that will give you surprising answers to
everyday math challenges. This ebook unpacks how math is an essential part of our everyday
life in ways that you never thought of. Full of crazy facts, magic tricks, and mathematical
brainteasers and beautiful illustrations show you that math is interesting, fun, and not
intimidating at all! Ever wondered where math originated from? This fantastic educational
ebook unpacks all the curious questions that your child has about math including intriguing
historical stories that explore the often-surprising origins of math that we use in our daily lives.
Learn about how the formation of number sequences began, to the origins of trigonometry, and
find out how to become a trillionaire! Math in our daily lives is used in many things that might
not even seem that obvious. Math Controls Just About Everything Inspire your children with
numbers and help bring mathematical explanations to life with this engaging educational book.
Expand their knowledge in the complexity of understanding math by using simple illustrative
examples. To make these topics more exciting and impactful, the ebook is full of great puzzles,
awesome games, and interesting facts that will break barriers in their understanding. "Try it
out" examples give mathematical explanations that are simple and easy to grasp. What's The
Point Of Math? will not only change your child's perception of numbers but give them the skills
and understanding to apply the principles in their everyday life! This educational ebook
explains the point of: - Numbers and counting - Shapes and measuring - Patterns and
sequences - Probability and logic - Data and statistics
Level: KS2Subject: Maths An engaging problem solving and reasoning activity book to help
boost your child's progress at every stage of their learning! Fully in line with the national
curriculum, this Maths book provides reassurance whilst supporting your child's learning at
home. Each fun activity is designed to give your child a real sense of achievement. Included in
this book: * questions that enable children to practise the important skills learned at school*
colourful activities that make learning fun and motivate children to learn at home* helpful tips
and answers so that you can support your child's learning
Introduce your child to practical maths problems with Problem Solving Made Easy Key Stage
2. Packed with real-life problems, this curriculum-linked workbook will help your child, think,
explore, test and verify. This fun workbook covers a variety of lower Key Stage 2 maths topics,
including decimals, area, time and money problems. These is plenty of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division practice too. Problem Solving Made Easy Key Stage 2 will boost
your child's power of maths reasoning in a fresh and fun way. The best-selling Made Easy
series of home-learning workbooks is closely linked to the national curriculum and makes
learning easy and fun! Each title is packed with exercises and activities to strengthen your
child's learning in school. A parents' section contains answers, tips and guidance so parents
can support their child's learning.
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